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FD 8600CC /
FD 8600SC
Office
Shredders

FD 8600CC / FD 8600SC Shredders
Formax FD 8600CC & FD 8600SC Office Shredders combine document 
security with convenience, safety and reliability. Cross-cut and Strip-cut 
models feature an easy-to-use LED control panel and an extra-wide 16” 
feed opening which accommodates green-bar computer forms. Each model 
accepts staples, paper clips and credit cards and offers user-friendly features 
such as Auto Start/Stop, Auto Reverse and Auto Cleaning. 

Commercial-grade components include heat-treated steel blades, steel 
cabinet with casters, all-metal gearing, lifetime guaranteed waste bin, LED 
control panel with load indicator, and a powerful AC geared-motor to ensure 
years of reliable performance and information security in the office. The 
FD 8600CC shreds up to 28 sheets at once, at a speed of 20 fpm. The FD 
8600SC shreds up to 31 sheets at once, at a speed of 30 fpm. 

FD 8700CC
Multimedia
Shredder

FD 8700CC Multimedia Shredder
The Formax FD 8700CC Multimedia Shredder offers commercial-grade 
quality and power in a compact design ideal for the office environment. 
A dedicated multimedia feed opening shreds CDs, DVDs, mini-DV 
cassettes and ZIP/floppy disks, while the dedicated paper feed opening 
handles up to 40 sheets at a time. 

Features include heat-treated steel blades, an LED control panel 
with load indicator, steel cabinet with casters,  all-metal gearing, 
lifetime guaranteed waste bin, and a powerful AC geared-motor. 
These features combine with Auto Start/Stop, Auto Reverse and Auto 
Cleaning to provide reliable performance and information security in 
your business or home office.

• Accepts 
staples, paper 
clips and credit 
cards

FD 8902CC
Industrial Shredder

•	 Shreds CDs, 
DVDs, mini-DV 
cassettes and 
ZIP/floppy disks.

• Up to 40 paper 
sheets at one 
time.

•	 Entire files 
up to 650 
sheets

• Speeds of up 
to 35 fpm.

FD 8902CC Industrial Shredder
The Formax FD 8902CC Industrial Shredder is a high-capacity 
conveyor-fed unit designed for large volume shredding in a central 
location and offers fully-automated features including Auto Start/Auto 
Stop, Auto Reverse and Auto Cleaning for ease of use.

Shreds stacks of computer forms, cardboard, tapes, ribbons, CDs, 
magnetic disks, and entire files up to 650 sheets, at a speed of up 
to 35 fpm. Standard features include an LED control panel with load 
indicator, heat-treated solid-steel cutting blades, and a powerful AC 
geared-motor. Shredding blades can also be customized to meet 
specific needs. The front-access metal waste bin on casters allows 
the shredder to be placed against a wall to save valuable space, un-
like competitive models with rear-access waste bins. Safety features 
include a large emergency stop bar, and key lock system.

The Standard EvenFlowTM semi-automatic oiling system with 25 
heavy-duty copper nozzles lubricates the cutting blades, helping 
keep the FD 8902CC in peak operating condition. An optional Output 
Conveyor Belt System increases capacity by transporting shredded 
material for collection in an external waste bin.


